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This paper shall examine the interactions of actors in the political realm of China with
two ideologies, Buddhism and Confucianism, during the period ranging from the beginning of
the Tang Dynasty in 618 until the end of the reign of the Emperor Yongle of the Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644) in 1424. The reasons for choosing such a broad time period are twofold: to capture
an accurate picture of the changing nature and patterns of the interactions political actors had
with these ideologies over the course of this period, and to keep the focus on the most important
historical factors instead of the minute details of every use of Buddhism or Confucianism in by
every emperor. In other words, the reasoning behind focusing on this broad time period was to
keep the project from becoming too granular. The reasoning behind the beginning date was
primarily because Buddhism was not an established political force in the Han Dynasty (202 BC9 AD, 25 AD-220 AD), and combined with the disunity of the Period of the Dynasties (220-589)
and the comparatively short reign of the Sui Dynasty (581-618) wouldn’t have made for a very
interesting addition to the research. Conversely, the rationale behind the cutoff date for the
project was to leave out the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912), which in its later years saw the rise of
the influence of several Western ideologies, such as Communism and Christianity, to compete
with Confucianism and Buddhism, as well as to avoid the project’s already broad historical time
period stretching over a time frame too large to extrapolate any relevant trends.
During the time period selected, several actors, both political and religious, attempted to
make use of philosophical and religious traditions, these being Confucianism and Buddhism
among others, to justify the political rule of either themselves or to further the political needs of
their own religious tradition. In the case of the Tang, this actor, or rather actress, was the
Empress Wu Zetian, whose use of Buddhism and Confucianism to justify her rule would forever
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change the history of China. Later, she was followed by the Tang Emperor Wuzong, whose
reaction against Buddhism in favor of the Chinese religion of Daoism would significantly alter
Buddhism’s political prospects for the rest of China’s history. Another important figure was Zhu
Xi, a Song Dynasty Chinese philosopher who synthesized aspects of Buddhist religious thought
and practice with Confucianism to form a new school of thought that would be able to compete
with Buddhism: Neo-Confucianism. The Yuan Emperor Khubilai Khan, like Wu Zetian, used a
variety of religious influences, among them Buddhism and even Neo-Confucianism, to cement
his rule as Emperor of China, and the Ming Emperors Hongwu and Yongle were similarly
sagacious in their usage of Neo-Confucian thought as a buttress for their respective reigns as
well. Each figure was chosen primarily because he or she was a crucial political or intellectual
figure for each of their dynasties; Wu Zetian and Emperor Wuzong for the Tang, Zhu Xi for the
Song, Khubilai Khan for the Yuan, and the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors for the Ming. Each
figure also interacted significantly, whether positively or negatively, with both Buddhism and
Confucianism over the course of their careers, even in the case of the thinker Zhu Xi.
Nevertheless, each figure primarily associated themselves politically and ideologically with one
of the two traditions, or in the Emperor Wuzong’s case, the third tradition of Daoism.
The historiographical literature has tended to focus on either one or the other of these two
religious traditions in one of the dynasties selected, never using a comparative approach or
exploring the two over a broad time period. The explorations of the religious traditions have
tended to be on popular beliefs, doctrinal developments, and religious plurality and diversity
within any given tradition rather than political interactions, though there have been some works
with this focus. Dora Shu-Fang Dien’s book Empress Wu Zetian in Fiction and in History:
Female Defiance in Confucian China serves as an introduction to the reign of Wu Zetian, and
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contains several chapters that provide relevant information and scholarship on the Empress’
usage of Buddhism, particularly demonstrating her affinity for the religion from an early age.
Works such as N. Harry Rothschild’s book Emperor Wu Zhao and Her Pantheon of Devis,
Divinities, and Dynastic Mothers, Patricia E. Karetzky’s article “Wu Zetian and Buddhist Art of
the Tang Dynasty,” and Andrew Eisenberg’s article “Emperor Gaozong, Wu Zetian, and
Factional Politics in the early Tang” have all contributed to modern scholarship’s understanding
of Wu Zetian’s usage of Buddhism to bolster her political prestige. The first of these provides a
general overview of her usage of Buddhism in addition to Confucianism and Daoism, the second
examines Buddhist art and architecture of the time, revealing Wu Zetian’s lavish patronage and
usage of the religion as a bulwark for her rule, and the end of the third examines Buddhist relics
to demonstrate Wu Zetian’s desire to use the religion in order to support her own political power.
As regards Zhu Xi, Weixiang Ding and Deyuan Huang’s article “Zhu Xi’s Choice,
Historical Criticism and Influence—An Analysis of Zhu Xi’s Relationship with Confucianism
and Buddhism” examines Zhu Xi’s Confucian and Buddhist influences, demonstrating his
aversion to Han era Confucianism as well as Chinese Buddhism, especially the Chan school.
However, John Makeham’s introduction to a series of philosophical essays entitled The Buddhist
Roots of Zhu Xi’s Philosophical Thought shows how Zhu Xi, despite his apparent distaste for the
Buddhist religion, was nevertheless engaged in serious dialogue with it in his work, and was
even, to an extent, influenced by Buddhist thought. Yu Yingshi’s massive work Zhu Xi’s
Historical World attempts to place the philosopher into his historical context, demonstrating the
Neo-Confucian movement’s impact on the political culture of the Song Dynasty. Similarly, the
opening chapters of Peter K. Bol’s book Neo-Confucianism in History show how the political
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situation of the Song Dynasty at the time of Zhu Xi influenced the development of NeoConfucianism.
Morris Rossabi’s book Khubilai Khan: His Life and Times is a general biography of the
life of Khubilai Khan, which also includes several relevant sections on his usage of Tibetan
Buddhism as a political tool during his reign and his patronage of the religion. The introduction
to the same author’s edited volume, The Mongols and Global History, a collection of primary
sources on the Mongol Empire, has a few relevant statements about Khubilai’s relationship with
the ‘Phags-pa lama, as well as several actions taken by Khubilai to placate the Confucian
scholarly elite. M. A. Lara Azad’s article “Some Religio-Political Aspects of Chinghis Khan and
His Successors” further expands upon the relationship between Khubilai and the ‘Phags-pa lama
and provides several examples of the Great Khan’s rewards to the lama for his actions justifying
Khubilai’s rule.
In regard to the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors, several chapters in Peter K. Bol’s
previously mentioned Neo-Confucianism in History do a great deal to further scholarship as
regards their relationships with Neo-Confucian ideology and the scholar-gentry. Similarly,
Benjamin A. Elman’s massive work A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial
China, an in-depth overview of the Confucian exam system, has relevant information regarding
both emperors embedded in its chapters. Chün-fan Yü’s book The Renewal of Buddhism in
China: Zhuhong and the Late Ming Synthesis demonstrates both the difficulties Buddhism faced
politically in this period and the manners in which it flourished, especially in monastic life and as
a popular religion. Conversely, the chapters “Imperial Engagements with Buddhist Art and
Architecture: Ming Variations on an Old Theme” by Marsha Weidner and “Miracles in Nanjing:
An Imperial Record of the Fifth Karmapa’s Visit to the Chinese Capital” by Patricia Berger in
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the book Cultural Intersections in Later Chinese Buddhism help reveal the continued political
influence Buddhism enjoyed in the reigns of both emperors, albeit to a lesser extent than NeoConfucianism.
In terms of the histories of the specific religious traditions instead of the rulers examined
by the paper, Dingxin Zhao’s book The Confucian-Legalist State: A New Theory of Chinese
History examines Chinese imperial history through its author’s theory of the ‘Confucian-Legalist
State’, and contains relevant chapters on the rise of Neo-Confucianism as an ideology and
political force. Peter K. Bol’s above-mentioned book takes on a similarly broad period, but does
this instead by focusing solely on Neo-Confucianism, while Benjamin A. Elman’s above
mentioned work also takes on a rather broad time period from the perspective of the exam
system and specific developments in that during the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
Stephen F. Teiser and Franciscus Verellen’s article “Buddhism, Daoism, and Chinese
Religion” examines both Buddhism and Daoism’s role in Chinese history, primarily on a popular
level, over an extremely broad historical time period. Natasha Heller’s book Illusory Abiding:
The Cultural Construction of the Chan Monk Zhongfeng Mingben examines Buddhism during
the Yuan Dynasty through the lens of a Chan Buddhist monk, thus focusing primarily on
religious and monastic life in the period, while also containing relevant sections on the growth of
monasticism and imperial support of Buddhism from Khubilai Khan. The chapter “The ‘Three
Teachings’ in the Mongol-Yüan Period” by Liu Ts’un-yan and Judith Berling in the larger work
Yüan Thought: Chinese Thought and Religion Under the Mongols places both Confucianism and
Buddhism in a comparative lens during the Yuan Dynasty, though it also includes a discussion of
Daoism and several sections examining religious life at the time and popular religious beliefs and
syncretization. Finally, Chün-fang Yü’s previously mentioned book The Renewal of Buddhism in
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China: Zhuhong and the Late Ming Synthesis examines Buddhism’s continued appeal and
popularity in the Ming Dynasty, containing several sections on the political challenges faced by
Buddhism in this era.
The historical developments explored in this paper can best be understood in the contexts
of political power, the lack thereof, and the need to bolster one’s political position by either
appealing to or undermining the power of politically influential ideological groups, in this case
the Confucian scholar-elite, who were threatened by the growth of Buddhism. The paper thus
argues that Buddhism, due to its foreign origin and popular appeal, was most useful to those who
wished to subvert the status quo and needed to undermine the power of the Chinese aristocracy
and the literati. This would include figures such as Wu Zetian and Khubilai Khan, due to their
status as political outsiders whose status as regnant was opposed by the scholar-gentry.
Conversely, the paper argues that Confucianism’s home-grown status, the bottom-up educational
focus of Neo-Confucianism in particular, and the political power of the scholarly elite meant that
it was most useful to political insiders, whether or not they were Confucians, who wished to
uphold the status quo. These included figures such as the Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi or the Daoist
Emperor Wuzong. Confucianism’s status as the ‘insider’s religion’ meant that it was also useful
to political outsiders who needed a quick way to establish their political power, such as the
Hongwu and Yongle Emperors.
Despite any one ideology prevailing politically, both traditions still remained important in
Chinese politics for two reasons. The first of these is that both continued to possess attributes
that made either one impossible for an adversary to ignore. In Buddhism's case, this was due to
its popularity among all segments of Chinese society and in Confucianism’s case the persisting
power of the Confucian scholarly elite was the cause for this. Secondly, both the dynamic nature
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and malleability of both ideologies meant that despite the overall balance of power stacking up in
favor of one tradition, any given branch or element of the other could be used as a tool for some
political purpose. These included Wu Zetian’s usage of the Confucian exam system to undermine
the power of the entrenched gentry and the literati, Zhu Xi’s synthesis of a Buddhist-influenced
metaphysical system with Confucian thinking to curb Buddhism’s popularity, Khubilai Khan’s
use of Tibetan Buddhism to create an alliance with the Tibetan lamas, and the Hongwu and
Yongle Emperor’s continued support and patronage of Buddhism in order to cement foreign
alliances and bolster their reigns.
Confucianism, in a manner quite unlike the balance and peace it would come to
epitomize, emerged not in a world of harmony and stability, but one of violence and chaos. In the
centuries following the decline of the Zhou Dynasty, the independent provinces that had
formerly belonged to the central government began “to function more and more like independent
states…. Gradually, warfare between the states intensified….”1 Quite counterintuitively, this
atmosphere of intense rivalry and warfare better known as the Warring States Period (475 BC 203 BC) fostered intellectual thought and growth, as “rulers turned to men of ideas for…
solutions to the disorder around them….”2 Gradually, these men of ideas began to develop large
followings of disciples, with one such philosopher being the great teacher Confucius, founder of
the eponymous school of thought Confucianism.
Like many of the philosophers of his era, desperate to restore China to an earlier time of
peace and tranquility, Confucius envisioned the society of the early Zhou as the ideal social
order, where all people dedicated themselves to fulfilling their designated role within the
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established order.3 His emphasis was thus “ethical rather than theoretical or metaphysical,” a
characteristic that would sharply distinguish Confucian thought from its contemporaries, and
would remain an identifying mark until the advent of Neo-Confucianism in the Song Dynasty.4
He also stressed the ideal of filial piety, which was epitomized in the relationship between father
and son, and could also be seen in relations between rulers and ruled: the idea of mutual
obligation, essentially “the senior leads and protects, the junior supports and obeys.”5 The goal of
Confucian doctrine was for its followers “to become true gentlemen (junzi, literally “son of a
lord”)”, which Confucius redefined as being primarily a term referring to cultivation, morally,
culturally, and intellectually, instead of referring to a member of the nobility, thus replacing the
landed Chinese aristocracy with a new class, the scholar-gentry literati.6 Thus, such a man could
“advise his ruler on the best way to govern”, thus solving the problem of the Warring States, and
once again restoring order and balance to Chinese civilization.7
Following the end of the Warring States period (475-221 BC) and the reign of the shortlived Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC), Confucianism emerged as the principal ideology of the Han
Dynasty (206 BC- 9 AD, 23- 220 AD), used to bolster the rule of Han Emperors over the course
of their reigns. During the Han Dynasty, the beginnings of the exam system were laid in place,
primarily as a means of creating a scholarly elite; in line with Confucian thinking and ideas, and
this Confucianism came to be associated with the centralized state.8 Unfortunately for
Confucianism, the Han Dynasty would fall in the 3rd century AD, followed by another long era
of disunity, the Period of the Dynasties (220-589 AD). In addition to this came another, more
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menacing threat for Confucianism- a religious tradition that combined appealing metaphysics
with a concrete ethical and political system- Buddhism.
Born Siddhartha Gautama in 563 BC, the man who would become the Buddha belonged
to the kshatriya caste, made up of upper-class warriors and soldiers, and lived a life of comfort
and luxury until he made the decision to leave his home.9 Unsatisfied with life and disturbed by
the prospects of suffering and pain that he came to see as an omnipresent aspect of the human
condition, he became “a wandering ascetic.”10 Following a long period of intense meditation,
Gautama reached enlightenment, and became ‘the Buddha’, or ‘enlightened one’ as he was to be
known to history. He began preaching his message to all who would hear, which he outlined in
the Four Noble Truths:
The truths are as follows (1) pain and suffering, frustration and anxiety are ugly
but inescapable parts of human life; (2) suffering and anxiety are caused by
human desires and attachments; (3) people can understand these weaknesses and
triumph over them; and (4) this triumph is made possible by following a simple
code of conduct, the Eightfold Path…. The Buddha offered an optimistic
message… because people can all set out on the Eightfold Path towards
liberation.11
The Eightfold Path preached by the Buddha consisted primarily of ethical actions, such as ‘right
conduct’, ‘right speech’, and ‘right awareness’ done in the here and now that can put one on the
path towards metaphysical liberation and the achievement of enlightenment (nirvana), the
fulfillment of the Buddhist life, and the escape from the endless cycle of birth and death
(samsara).12
Following the Buddha’s death, the community of followers (sangha) continued to
organize itself around the monastic order he had set up, and slowly began spreading the religion
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across India, with a community of Buddhist nuns developing as well.13 During the reign of the
Maurya Emperor Ashoka from c.268-232 BC, out of guilt for the deaths caused by his ruthless
military expansion, the Buddhist religion came to be embraced by Ashoka as the state religion,
with the emperor even going so far as to undertake “a 256-day pilgrimage to all the holy sites of
Buddhism….”14 As time went on, Buddhist traders began spreading the religion in all directions,
eventually reaching China during the Han Dynasty, where it “met with near universal success in
China,” since its “vision of life after death, its teaching on morality, its practice of iconic
representation, mortuary ritual, even monastic life and institutions” were appealing to the
Chinese, making it a potential rival to Confucianism’s political power.15
Confucianism and Buddhism are two ideologies which, when placed side by side, possess
many commonalities and yet have stark differences as well. In particular, both place a similar
emphasis on following a proper ethical code to achieve a certain outcome- in Confucianism’s
case, that of the five properly ordered relationships (father and son, husband and wife, elder and
younger brother, ruler and subject, and between friends)16, and the Eightfold Path in that of
Buddhism.17 Both also stress the development of proper virtues within this ethical system, such
as contemplation, awareness and non-attachment within Buddhism,18 and li (propriety and ritual
decorum) and xiao (filial piety) in the case of Confucianism.19 In essence, their moral codes are
best classified as ‘virtue ethics’, which means that the way both ideologies work in one’s daily
life, at least in a practical sense, is very similar.
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That being said, the differences between the two cannot be ignored. Within
Confucianism, the goal of the ethical system propounded by the philosophy is the creation of a
junzi (gentleman), who, when combined with others like him, would create a new elite which
would replace the hereditary landed gentry with a class of educated literati.20 However, in
Buddhism, the endpoint of the Eightfold Path is the achievement of nirvana and the total
liberation of oneself from the endless cycles of birth, rebirth, and suffering that characterizes
existence.21 Confucianism can thus be better understood as an ethical system in its original form,
whereas Buddhism’s metaphysical qualities give it a more religious character.
This distinction is key in order to understand the unique characteristics both ideologies
took on historically. Due to Confucianism’s non-spiritual goal of creating a new scholarly elite
via education in the Confucian classics, the philosophy primarily appealed to members of society
who were literate. As a result, this would have excluded the majority of the Chinese population
at the time, but would also have had the effect of making it especially appealing to upper-class
intellectuals. On the other hand, Buddhism’s spiritual focus on metaphysical transcendence and
its religious diversity, with some groups emphasizing the authority of sacred texts while others
did not, meant that it could appeal to a wider audience, which included intellectuals and educated
people, but also would not have left out illiterate, ordinary members of society. In other words,
Confucianism’s worldly focus on education meant that it appealed primarily to the educated
elite, whereas Buddhism’s transcendental focus on spirituality gave it a popular appeal to all
members of society, from the educated upper class to illiterate peasants.
Similarly important is the foreign origin of Buddhism- the fact that it came from India,
and was not a homegrown Chinese philosophy like Confucianism resulted in many Chinese
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literati and nativist emperors, such as the Wuzong Emperor, distrusting it.22 This quality made it
useful to political outsiders such as Wu Zetian and Khubilai Khan, who needed to curb the power
of the Confucian scholarly elite in order to bolster their own political positions. However, the
foreign origin of Buddhism and its above-mentioned popularity among people of all walks of life
in Chinese society also made it quite dangerous to the scholar-gentry, making it a prime target
for those who wished to curry their favor or strengthen the literati’s position.
In order to understand properly the ways in which Buddhism and Confucianism were
wielded by political actors in this era, and to have a better understanding of the nature of these
interactions and their historical repercussions, it is necessary to have an understanding of the
broad historical context . Following the end of the three kingdoms period and the rule of the
brief-lived Sui Dynasty (589- 618 AD), the Tang Dynasty (618-690, 705-907) ruled China for
nearly three centuries, with the brief interruption of the Wu Zhou Dynasty founded by Wu Zetian
(r. 683-705), of which more will be discussed below, and was promptly followed by the less
powerful Song Dynasty (960-1279).23 During the Tang Dynasty, Buddhism was patronized by
the likes of Empress Wu24 and her grandson, the Emperor Xuanzong (r. 713-756),25 though this
high status would change with the reign of the Wuzong Emperor (r. 814-846) and the beginning
of religious persecution against Buddhism.26
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The rise of Buddhism’s influence during the Tang prompted a reaction among Confucian
intellectuals of the Song in order to curtail the rampant spread of the alien religion. Chief among
these was Zhu Xi (1130-1200), whose innovative intellectual work resulted in the creation of a
new form of Confucianism, one that stayed true to the ethical principles underlying the original
Confucian teachings while also incorporating metaphysical aspects that would challenge
Buddhism- Neo Confucianism.27 Neo-Confucianism’s rise continued as China faced one of its
greatest challenges yet- the complete defeat and domination of the nation by a new force: the
Mongols, who quickly established the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), which flourished under the
reign of Emperor Khubilai (r. 1260-1294).28 The Mongols were overthrown in 1368 by the Han
Chinese-ruled Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), when Neo-Confucianism consequently experienced a
revival, particularly under the reigns of the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors.29 With the larger
historical context properly established, the usage by political actors of Confucianism and
Buddhism can begin to be made sense of, especially during the reign of the political ‘outsider’
Empress Wu Zetian of the Tang Dynasty.
Wu Zetian was born in 624 AD, began her political career as a lesser consort of the
Emperor Taizong in about 640, and subsequently became the chief Empress consort of Taizong’s
successor, the Gaozong Emperor, in 655, after Empress Wang, Gaozong’s initial chief consort,
was unable to bear him a male heir.30 Wu slowly increased her control over the Tang imperial
court and bureaucracy, taking advantage of the decrepitude of her husband, until Gaozong died
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in 683, and following the brief reigns of Wu Zetian’s sons Zhongzong and Ruizing, Empress Wu
took power in her own right in the year 690, establishing her own dynasty with herself as
Empress.31 She ruled China as Empress of the Wu Zhou dynasty until 705, when the aging Wu
Zetian passed authority to her son Zhongzong, shortly before her own death later that year,
ending her rule of over two decades.32 Her legacy was obscured by those who could not overlook
the fact that she was a woman. Even the Ming historian and scholar Fang Xiaoru was not able to
acknowledge her achievements without downplaying her because she was a woman, stating
“powerful women were also unacceptable as rulers; therefore [Confucian scholars] would have
nothing to do with even so powerful a woman as Empress Lu [r. 188-180 BCE] or so talented a
one as Empress Wu [r. 690-705].”33
During her reign, Empress Wu made extensive use of Buddhism to justify and uphold her
reign. Her commitment to ruling a Chinese state meant that she had to, in some way, shape, or
form, uphold Confucianism, but even despite this:
…she was personally deeply drawn to Buddhism. She was the major patron for
the great cave temples carved at Longmen outside Luoyang. She found support
for her political position in the Great Cloud Sutra, which prophesied that the
Maitreya Buddha [a Buddhist eschatological figure similar to the Mahdi in
Twelver Shi’ism or the Messiah in Judaism/Christianity] would be reincarnated as
a female monarch and bring about an age free of illness, worry, and disaster.34
This affinity for Buddhism manifested itself early on in her life, as it “seemed to have been an
important influence in her family”, among other beliefs and practices of Chinese popular
religion.35 Her attitudes remained consistent even as her political career began, since in the year
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following her ascension as the Empress of China (656), she “requested the most eminent monk,
Xuanzang, to administer the lay vows and pray for the safe delivery of her child (the future
Zhongzong).”36
When she was Empress, her favoring of Buddhism was so great that many historians
have remarked on the considerable advantages the Buddhist clergy gained during her reign.37
Buddhism during the Tang Dynasty era became “an arm of the state”, and this trend continued
under the reign of Empress Wu.38 Wu Zetian clearly set out to be the ideal Buddhist leader, as
represented in texts like “The Humane King as Protector of Buddhism”, a chapter of the larger,
anonymous work Sutra for Humane Kings:
Because the humane king (renwang) explicates the Teaching and disseminates
virtue here below, he is called “humane.” Because he has transformed himself, he
is called “king.” The humane king’s ability is to protect (hu). What is protected is
the state. This is possible because the humane teacher uses the Teaching to order
the state. Now if we consider the highest perfect wisdom (Prajñāpā-ramitā), its
ability is to protect. The humane king is he who is protected. Because he uses the
Highest Perfect Wisdom, the humane king is tranquil and hidden. Thus, if he uses
his ability to propagate the Teaching, the king is able to protect [the state] and it is
the Highest Perfect Wisdom that is the [method of] protection.39
This understanding of the regnant as the protector of the state via the ruler’s practice of
Buddhism is quite apparent in the reign of Empress Wu Zetian, as evidenced by her patronage of
Buddhist monasteries, her attendance of the lectures of Buddhist monks, and in her own genuine
interest in the teachings of Buddhism, as well as her employment of the religion as a tool to
justify her reign.40
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One of the most interesting ways this aspect of her reign can be uncovered is via an
analysis of Buddhist art of the time period and its portrayal of Wu Zetian, as well as the
Empress’s involvement with it. Empress Wu, as noted above, was renowned for her support of
the construction of Buddhist temples, artwork, and calligraphy.41 One such site sponsored by Wu
Zetian was the Fengxian Temple, which was constructed near the caves at Longmen, close to the
city of Luoyang, and where “local people say the image of the huge seated Buddha bears
Empress Wu’s features,”42 a statue which has also been noted as having a “distinctly feminine
face” for a male Buddha.43 Another example is the Huangze Temple at the foot of Wulong Mt.
near the city of Guangyuan, a site dedicated to worship of Empress Wu as a goddess, and in
which the iconography representing the Empress suggests that many of her subjects believed her
to be a manifestation of the Buddhist bodhisattva Guanyin, an idea which Wu Zetian clearly
wished her subjects to believe.44 The art of the period portrays her in roles as diverse as
“Maitreya [the Buddha of the future] in the pendant-leg posture…, as the cosmic Buddhist atop
the universe…, and on top the cosmic Mount Sumeru at Guangyuan….”45 This abundance of
artistic and historical evidence makes clear not only her support and patronage of Buddhism, but
also that of Buddhist leaders and clerics for her rule as well, who were actually the ones who
gave the final push for her to elevate herself to the title of Empress in 690.46
Her use of religion extended not solely to Buddhism, but to Confucianism as well, albeit
to a lesser extent. In particular, her use of the exam system is notable in this regard:
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One of the ways Empress Wu was able to keep the government operating
smoothly despite her questionable standing was by bringing in new people to
court through the civil service examinations. Many of those who had felt left out
during the early Tang, when the court was dominated by the northwest
aristocracy, were happy to take advantage of the new opportunities to become
officials.47
She did this by specifically using open examinations, a kind of system where, in theory, all
members of the public, not just the elite, could apply to become government officials, which
resulted in the discovery that officials selected by this process “served as a countervailing force
to entrenched aristocrats in capital politics.”48 This usage of the exam system to undermine the
power of the aristocracy shows the continued influence of the Confucian goal of replacing the
landed nobility with a new scholar-gentry in the reign of Empress Wu, albeit this time in the
context of rising Buddhist influence within the government.
Although the existing evidence does seem to confirm that Wu Zetian was at the very least
drawn to Buddhism on a personal level, there were several political motivations behind her usage
of the religion, as well as her use of the Confucian exam system. From the beginning, the largest
obstacle to Wu Zetian’s political power was the established Confucian scholarly elite, who
disliked her primarily due to the fact that she was a woman, as evidenced by the previously
mentioned historical writings of Fang Xiaoru.49 This meant that, from the beginning, she could
not properly rely on Confucianism as a bulwark for her rule, which meant she would have to
look elsewhere. Buddhism met her requirements for two reasons: it was an immensely popular
religion, which would curry the favor of the common people and thus subvert the power of the
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scholar-gentry, and it possessed an ethical structure that was extremely similar to
Confucianism’s, which made it easy for her to make use of it. For these reasons, Buddhism
became central to her rule as a tool of ideological justification. Nevertheless, her usage of the
Confucian exam system demonstrates she was able to manipulate the Confucian ideology to her
political advantage, and it further demonstrates her concern with subverting the political power
of the literati.
This influence of Buddhism within the political culture of Tang China, epitomized in the
reign of Empress Wu, was to see a serious challenge during the reign of the Emperor Wuzong
(814-846). The Emperor, “under the influence of Daoist priests who urged on him this repression
of their rivals”, began persecuting Buddhism by “confiscating Buddhist wealth and secularizing
monks….”50 He claimed that the alien, foreign religion was sapping the physical and material
strength of China, and was destroying the country’s social fabric with its newfound wealth:
… It has transmitted its strange ways, instilling its infection with every
opportunity, spreading like a luxuriant vine, until it has poisoned the customs of
our nation…. Each day finds its monks and followers growing more numerous
and its temples more lofty. It wears out the strength of the people with
constructions of earth and wood, pilfers their wealth for ornaments of gold and
precious objects, causes men to abandon their lords and parents for the company
of teachers, and severs man and wife with its monastic decrees. In destroying law
and injuring mankind, indeed, nothing surpasses this doctrine!51
As mentioned above, Wuzong’s preference for the home-grown religion of Daoism, and his need
to placate the far more established Daoist priesthood (instead of the Confucian literati), which
was considerably more threatened by the spread of Buddhism than Confucianism was due to
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Buddhism’s religious nature, made oppression of Buddhism a politically expedient option for
him.
Moreover, when looking closely at the text, several other motivations behind this move
on Emperor Wuzong’s part become apparent. Language such as “[Buddhism] has transmitted its
strange ways, instilling its infection with every opportunity,” and that “it ha[d] poisoned the
customs of [China]”52 suggests a nativist reaction against Buddhism’s foreign origin as factoring
into Wuzong’s attacks on Buddhism’s political power. His claim that Buddhist temples were
growing “more lofty”53 and several other remarks also demonstrate his desire to curb the largescale wealth the monasteries had accumulated during the reigns of figures such as Empress Wu.
The wealth of the monasteries was thus an easy target for Wuzong, and the power given to the
Buddhists by these riches would also have been dangerous to the Confucian scholarly elite’s
monopoly on ideological power in China, further motivating Wuzong’s actions.
In addition to this, Wuzong’s statement that Buddhism “causes men to abandon their
lords and parents for the company of teachers, and severs man and wife with its monastic
decrees”54 has an underlying and distinctly Confucian critique of Buddhism inherent to it. By
emphasizing the destruction of several of the key relationships emphasized by Confucianism as a
result of the influence of Buddhism on Chinese society, Wuzong is quite subtly defending
Confucian values such as filial piety and service towards one’s superiors. Furthermore, he is also
making the claim that his actions against Buddhism are necessary to defend and uphold
Confucian values, a move which can quite clearly be seen as an attempt to reach out to and
strengthen the power of the scholarly elite. This large-scale, systematic persecution of Buddhism
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permanently damaged the religion as a political force for several centuries, until the rise of the
Mongol-ruled Yuan Dynasty in the 13th century and the reign of the Emperor Khubilai Khan.
Despite this attack on Buddhism’s political power, the religion remained a powerful
popular force in the lives of many ordinary Chinese people in this period. Buddhism still
“enjoyed the protection and support of many Song Emperors”, and while it was not as outright a
political force as it was during the Tang Dynasty, the religion and its temples were regarded with
a degree of respect, to the extent that most of the Song Dynasty’s Emperors refrained from
outright suppression of Buddhism and its doctrines.55 Buddhist monasteries and learning also
flourished in this period, growing to 400,000 monks and 61,000 nuns in the year 1221 as
compared to the 260,000 monks and nuns that existed in 845 at the height of Wuzong’s
oppressive policies.56 Moreover, Buddhism had an ability to meet the needs of all members of
society, “from popular practices of devotion among uneducated people to the most sophisticated
intellectual discourse between scholars and monks.”57 This, combined with the religion’s
omnipresence, with its temples, monks, and folk festivals that could be found nearly everywhere
in Song religious life, made it necessary for Confucians reacting to Buddhism, such as Zhu Xi, to
craft a response to Buddhism that would effectively incorporate its appealing aspects while
simultaneously refuting its erroneous doctrine.58
Zhu Xi lived during the Song Dynasty, a time period of “intense ideological debate, when
many claimed that they had found the one way of learning, the way of learning that all could
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share and that could guide all their choices.”59 It was also a time of advancements in culture, in
which new scientific discoveries abounded, and novel ideas could be spread rapidly due to the
spread of printing.60 Politically, the Song Dynasty in the period leading up to the rise of Zhu Xi
had lost the northern part of its territory to the nomadic Jurchens, which led many Confucian
scholars to reach the conclusion that a top-down reform of society was too difficult, and that a
community and family-based Confucian program was more desirable.61 Another factor in play
for the Confucian literati to deal with as a result of this more community-based focus was the
immense popularity of Buddhism, which had multiple temples and social clubs in the Song
Dynasty’s capital of Hangzhou.62 It was into this political, cultural, and religious context that the
thought of Zhu Xi was born and can properly be understood.
Zhu Xi, like many of the other Song Confucian masters of the time, was raised from an
early age in the Confucian tradition, and passed the jinshi exam at the age of eighteen, and had
his own community of disciples who helped him establish private academies that would help
bring back Confucian learning.63 Central to his ideas were the creation of a “path towards
goodness,”64 a “strong sense of mission and responsibility,” and opposition to the interpretations
of Confucianism common in the Han Dynasty, which, under the influence of the philosopher
Xunzi (313-238 BC), tended to emphasize the evil nature of mankind.65 Taking a stand against
this strain of thought, the Song-era intellectuals were influenced by the thinker Mencius, whose
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thought stressed the innate goodness of human beings.66 Zhu Xi was thus influenced in great part
by Mencius’ idea of the centrality of education, especially the idea of self-edification, since
“only by constant self-cultivation can one reach moral perfection.”67
Indeed, the importance of education can be seen in many of Zhu Xi’s own writings. In
particular, his essay “Personal Proposals for Schools and Official Recruitment” elucidates many
of his feelings on the Confucian academies of the day and on the exam system of his era as well:
In antiquity the method of selecting officials from the schools began with
[schools] in the villages and communities and reached up to [the Imperial
College] at the capital. Students were taught moral conduct and… those who were
worthy and capable were promoted [to become officials].... {I}f one wants to take
advantage of the current opportunity to reform the current system so as to
gradually restore the ancient order of the Three Kings and improve today’s
customs, one must implement… [the following steps]: to equalize the quotas for
successful candidates in each prefecture so as to strengthen the students’ sense of
purpose; to establish moral conduct as a category in the examinations… to test on
the classics, masters, histories, and current affairs in separate years so as to make
the students’ learning complete.68
This emphasis on moral cultivation, the need for self-motivation, and the Confucian classical
teachers and documents reveals Zhu Xi’s belief in the individual as the driver of education,
instead of having a prescribed syllabus for learning. Furthermore, the fact that these proposals
were meant to be part of a curriculum of “general public education, starting in the village and
reaching up to the capital, so as to have the same values govern official recruitment”69
demonstrates not only the vast scale of Zhu Xi’s vision, but also his bottom-up approach to
Confucian education, an influence of his Song Dynasty intellectual milieux.70
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Apart from Confucianism, another significant influence on the philosophical thought of
Zhu Xi was Buddhism. On the surface level, Zhu Xi was seemingly quite antagonistic towards
Buddhism, as demonstrated by the attitudes present in an essay of his entitled “Buddhism” on the
religion:
[A student] asked how to tell the difference between Confucianism and
Buddhism. The Teacher {ie Zhu Xi} said: Just take the teaching “What Heaven
has endowed is called the nature.” The Buddhists simply do not understand this
and dogmatically say that nature is empty consciousness…. The difference
between the Confucians and the Buddhists in their discourses on nature is that the
Buddhists speak of it as emptiness whereas the Confucians speak of it as solid
reality,…. Generally speaking, the Buddhists merely see a little bit of the shadow
of the mind and nature in a confused situation and have not been able to see in
detail the mind…. That is why they do not see the many moral principles inherent
in them.71
Underlining this primarily academic and philosophical criticism of Buddhism was Zhu Xi’s
dislike of Buddhism’s rapid spread and influence on Chinese culture, and especially among
many of China’s prospective civil servants and bureaucrats.72 Moreover, Zhu Xi’s previously
stated emphasis on self-education, referred to among Confucians as ‘peculiar learning’, brought
him into serious conflict with Buddhism, which seriously disputed this idea.73
Despite this seeming conflict with Buddhism however, Zhu Xi was actually influenced in
many ways by Buddhism, and owed a great deal to the religion. One of the more significant
trends among Neo-Confucian scholars and thinkers was the presence of metaphysical speculation
and ideas not present within prior iterations of Confucian thought.74 This element of NeoConfucianism was most likely due to the widespread influence of Buddhist thought within
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Chinese society of the time, as “most leading Song Confucians had close Buddhist friends and
were well-versed in Buddhist teaching.”75 Zhu Xi himself most likely participated in “genuine,
shared dialogue with his Buddhist adversaries,”76 that showed, in spite of his “harsh criticisms of
Buddhism”77, he was at the very least engaged in a philosophical conversation with Buddhists in
many respects, and that his concern with metaphysics and epistemological issues most likely
originated with his engagements with Buddhism.
In order to properly understand Zhu Xi’s ideological and political desires in fashioning
the Neo-Confucian ideology, it is first necessary to step back and once again take stock of the
political realities faced by Zhu Xi and the other intellectuals of his day. As mentioned above, the
loss of the Northern part of the Song Dynasty to the nomadic Jurchen rebels had the effect of
disillusioning many Confucian thinkers with top-down bureaucratic reform.78 It is also possible
that this military loss and setback could have caused the elite to become a great deal more
conservative. This would have resulted in many elites viewing the threat posed by the Jurchens
to the north as necessitating a strengthening of the elite in the Southern Song as a cornerstone of
Chinese ‘civilization’ against Jurchen ‘barbarism’, and and also causing them to react harshly
against any influence hostile to the scholar-gentry, such as Buddhism. Thus, Zhu Xi’s NeoConfucianism can be viewed as a reaction to the needs of the scholarly elite at the time, and thus
rising out of a desire to strengthen the position of the elite and of Confucianism in Chinese
society. Moreover, the emphasis many scholars have placed on Song Neo-Confucianism’s desire
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to “establish a rational Confucian social and political order”79 as its primary concern further
proves Zhu Xi’s concern with empowering the literati and spreading Confucian values among all
sectors of society. In the process, these developments, when carried to fruition, would have
countered the influence of Buddhism, which demonstrates Zhu Xi’s desire to check the popular
appeal of Buddhism as being of utmost importance to his creation of Neo-Confucianism.
At the start of the 13th century, the world was taken by storm as nomadic horsemen,
under the command of the cunning Mongol leader Genghis Khan, swept through the world,
wreaking havoc and chaos upon the local populations.80 In the process, they created the largest
land empire the world has ever seen, stretching from as far as Russia and Egypt to Persia, Korea,
and China.81 As the empire expanded however, Genghis Khan’s descendants eventually divided
their realms into four khanates, one in Russia, a second in Persia, a third in Central Asia, and the
final one in China.82 The Mongol armies “conquered China in successive campaigns stretching
over seven decades,”83 beating back the battered and defeated Song Dynasty, which finally
capitulated to the Mongol- ruled Yuan Dynasty in 1279, ruled by its greatest emperor, Khubilai
Khan.84
Although Khubilai Khan may never have “heard from far Ancestral voices prophesying
war,”85 as attested by the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, he was certainly immersed in the
Mongol military tradition from a young age, and only made his way to the top of the Mongol
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political hierarchy after fighting a deadly civil war against his brother.86 Following his ascension
to the throne, he continued the traditional Mongol policy of military expansion, first against the
remnants of the Song Dynasty, which eventually capitulated to Mongol rule, and then taking on
the Kingdom of Korea, which became a Yuan vassal state in 1258, and after 15 years of civil
war, was brought “within the orbit of [Khubilai’s] newly established dynasty” in 1273.87
Khubilai ruled China in relative stability until his death in 1294, after which “Mongol
administration began to decline”88, slowly losing control over China until the Yuan Dynasty was
finally overthrown in 1368 by the Han Chinese ruled Ming Dynasty.89
During his reign, Khubilai Khan made extensive use of the Buddhist religion as a tool for
cementing his reign of China. This preference for Buddhism stems from before the time when he
was Emperor of China, specifically in the Buddhist-Daoist debates of the mid-13th century.90
This was a time when:
Both [Buddhists and Daoists] sought supremacy and both were willing to appeal
to the secular authorities for assistance. Each resented any special favors granted
to the other by the government. Each desired the patronage of the Mongol court,
and actively attempted to ingratiate itself with the Mongol ruling elite. Because
their secular ambitions were at odds and irreconcilable, a conflict between them
could not be averted.91
The Mongols were already naturally predisposed to Buddhism, in particular Tibetan Buddhism
and its “claims of magical abilities”, which attracted the Mongols because it was a religion with
“tangible benefits or noticeable, awesome powers.”92 This extended to Khubilai himself, whose
previously noted Mongol-influenced practical sensibilities left him with an affinity for Tibetan
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Buddhism, and who was also attracted by the idea of gaining political allies among the astute and
clever Tibetan lamas, who controlled a geographically important area, as well.93 Khubilai thus
settled the dispute between the Buddhists and the Daoists in favor of the former, inflicting severe
penalties on several Daoist priests and temples,94 and eventually issuing an edict in 1281
commanding the destruction of several Daoist texts.95
This use of Buddhism, particularly its Tibetan form, extended into Khubilai’s career as
Emperor of China as well. This fact can be understood most clearly in light of the influence of
the Tibetan ‘Phags-pa lama, who was “the most trusted advisor of the Khan”, and who “enjoyed
great authority.”96 Due to the emperor’s backing of himself, the Phags’-pa lama carried out
several actions in justification of Khubilai’s reign and the Mongol takeover of China:
… [H]e wrote numerous books dedicated to his Master and his clan. He skillfully
composed verses glorifying Khubilai as Dharmaraja97 (Chos kyi rgyal po) i.e. the
ruler of religion and declared that he is ruling according to the preachings of Lord
Buddha. He defined the “Two Orders”- the secular and the religious; the first as
prescription for the Khan’s power and rule. He called Khubilai “Dharmaraja,
defending the spiritual power of all-Might Buddha.” He appealed to Khubilai to
become a true Bodhisattva-Khan to successfully rul[e] the empire….98
Khubilai rewarded the ‘Phags-pa lama with political power and patronage, first by placing him in
charge of all Buddhist clergy in 126199, and then appointing him to the position of imperial
preceptor, which effectively resulted in Khubilai “in turn being sanctioned as the patron of
religion, realiz[ing] the theory of ‘Two Orders’, State and Religion, ….”100
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This special relationship of Khubilai and the ‘Phags-pa lama is especially evident in the
Ses-bya rab-gsal (What One Should Know), which was authored by the lama on the orders of
Khubilai as an instructional textbook for his son and successor, Jing-im, in Tibetan Buddhism.101
In it, the lama states:
Beginning from the North [Genghis Khan] brought up many countries of different
languages and races under his power, and by his strength he became like a ‘Khorlos sgyur-ba’i King. His son Mo-go-ta (=[Ogodei]), widely known as Ga-gan
(mong. Qagan= Khan) succeeded him and the dominions became even more
extensive than before…. [Mongke’s] younger brother is known as Go-pe-la
([Khubilai]). He too was appointed Khan and ruled over far more dominions than
his predecessors and, after entering the Door of the Precious Teaching, he has
protected his realm according to the Dharma, and also manifested the Teacher’s
Teaching [i.e. Buddhism].102
The ‘Phags-pa lama’s emphasis on the vast domain of his Master, as well as his stress on the
manifestation of Buddhist ethics and principles in the reign of Khubilai reveals the ‘Phags-pa
lama’s apparent belief that Khubilai was an ideal Buddhist ruler for his patronage of the religion,
as well as his conception of Khubilai as a great and powerful leader in his own right. Moreover,
the fact that this appears in what was essentially a textbook Khubilai assigned to his intended
successor demonstrates Khubilai’s desire for his successor to continue his policies and favor
Tibetan Buddhism just as he did.
Just as Khubilai made use of Buddhism as a political tool for his own reign, he also used
several other Chinese ideologies in order to solidify his power, Confucianism in particular. Since
Khubilai was of the belief that “China could be exploited most effectively through Chinese
methods,”103 he had to make several efforts to ingratiate himself with the Chinese, and
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specifically with the Confucian literati. This was primarily because “the Mongol rulers were
foreigners who did not embrace Confucian moral values and educational policies in their style of
ruling….”104 In addition to this, some Neo-Confucian scholars even went so far as to advocate
‘educating’ the Mongols, who had their basis in the non Neo-Confucian North of China, in NeoConfucianism.105 Some of the actions taken by Khubilai included moving the capital from Khara
Khorum in Mongolia to Daidu (Beijing) in China, restoring Confucian musical and dance rituals
in the government, and choosing a Chinese name, Yuan, for his dynasty, among others.106
Khubilai Khan also participated actively in the debates over whether or not to reestablish
the Confucian examination system under Mongol rule. These discussions began in 1267, when
the Hanlin academic Wang E proposed that the Mongol government should revive the old
Confucian exam system.107 Khubilai had previously disposed of the system prior to his
proclamation of the Yuan Dynasty to make sure the imperial administration did not fall into
Chinese hands and to make the new bureaucracy indebted to him alone instead of the impersonal
bureaucratic system.108 Although the Confucian scholar-gentry were united in their desire to
bring back the exam system, they were divided on which version of the exam system was to be
established.109 Some favored the Song era system, which stressed literary style and rote memory,
and others preferred to create a Neo-Confucian style education system, one in which the creation
of strong moral character and knowledge of practical affairs was considered key.110 In a
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proposition representing the Neo-Confucian side of the debate, and also claiming to have had the
support of Khubilai while he was alive, Cheng Jufu stated:
In the matters of examinations Khubilai… repeatedly called for its
implementation and his successors, Zhengzong and Wuzong, also shared this
intention, but as of now nothing has come of it, apparently because of some
obstructionists…. Now what we propose… will emphasize virtuous conduct and
an understanding of the classics. If scholars are chosen in this way, they will all
be the right kind of men.111
Khubilai’s own sympathies were with the Neo-Confucians, as evidenced by his appointment of
their leader, Xu Heng, to the Directorate “with authority to implement a new curriculum based
on the Four Books, Five Classics, and other texts either prepared by or sanctioned by Zhu Xi, in
state schools…”, an action which helped Neo-Confucianism solidify itself as “an official
orthodoxy,”112 despite the fact that the exams were not reinstated under Khubilai, only being
restored temporarily by the Emperor Renzong in 1315.113 These policies and events demonstrate
Khubilai’s concern for Neo-Confucianism as a means of undermining the authority of the
entrenched Confucian elite, whose literacy in the Chinese language and established political
position made Khubilai suspicious of their power.
As with Zhu Xi and Wu Zetian, a basic understanding of Khubilai Khan’s political
position in the years of his rule as Emperor of China is necessary in order to properly make sense
of his usage of Buddhism, particularly in its Tibetan form, and his manipulation of the NeoConfucians during the examination debates. Khubilai Khan, as a foreigner, immediately received
the ire of the scholarly elite, who would have preferred a native Chinese to a ‘barbarian’ of
nomadic origin such as Khubilai. Moreover, Khubilai, since he was of the mind that “China
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could be exploited most effectively through Chinese methods,”114 even needed to make several
placating gestures towards them in order to ward off the full brunt of their dislike of his reign.115
He was thus immediately placed in opposition to the interests of the literati, which meant he, like
Wu Zetian, needed to search elsewhere for an ideological justification for his rule.
As with Wu Zetian, Buddhism appealed to Khubilai due to its widespread popularity, not
just in China but in several other parts of the Mongol domains such as Korea, and the similarities
of Buddhism’s ethical system with Confucianism. Both of these factors allowed the religion to
act as a successful ideological counterweight to Confucianism. His goal of dislodging the literati
from their political power is further demonstrated by Khubilai’s removal of the exam system due
to it creating officials who were not directly loyal to him,116 as well as his manipulation of the
smaller faction of Neo-Confucians as a counterbalance to the established Confucian scholargentry.117
However, as noted above, the form of Buddhism that dominated politically during the
reign of Khubilai was Tibetan Buddhism, a form of the religion alien to China. This could have
potentially dissuaded many Chinese Buddhists from supporting Khubilai, although this did not
occur, as confirmed by cases such as that of the Chan monk Zhongfeng Mingben and others like
him, whose temples received patronage from Khubilai.118 The motivation behind Khubilai’s use
of this particular form of Buddhism is best understood within the context of Khubilai Khan’s
status as both Emperor of China, and Khan of Khans. Khubilai didn’t just need to have his
control over China solidified, he also had serious foreign policy concerns, which he had already
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known were important as a result of the civil war he fought against his brother to ascend to the
title of Khan of Khans.119 Thus, as noted above, while the Mongols and Khubilai by extension
may have had a genuine attraction to the Tibetan form of Buddhism due to its ‘ethereal’ powers
and ‘magical’ rituals,120 it was also useful in creating and maintaining an alliance with the
politically astute Buddhist lamas, who occupied the strategically important land of Tibet.121
With the death of Khubilai in 1294, the Yuan Dynasty lost its best emperor, thus
initiating its decay and eventual overthrow in 1368 by Chinese rebels under the leadership of
Zhu Yuanzhang, better known as Ming Taizu or the Hongwu Emperor (1368-1398), who
founded the Ming Dynasty.122 Rising from the ranks of peasant to that of military general via
skillful political savvy and a strategic marriage with the daughter of a powerful commander,
Taizu quickly retook most of China from Yuan control, establishing the Ming Dynasty in 1368
with himself as emperor, ruling until his death in 1398.123 Following his death, a succession
crisis erupted, and a civil war ensued for the next several years until 1403, when Taizu’s son
Chengzu prevailed, declaring himself the Yongle Emperor (1402-1424), and ruling China until
his death in 1424.124
The reign of both the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors saw the reemergence of
Confucianism, particularly in its Neo-Confucian form, as a major force in Ming politics. After
several years of purges against political enemies, and following a brief flirtation with the idea in
1370, the Hongwu Emperor finally decided to restore the examination system in 1384:125
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… [Hongwu] reconstituted a selection and appointment process that governed the
civilian and military bureaucracy and enabled the imperial dynasty to control its
human resources. [Hongwu’s] government effectively replaced Mongol rule and
established bureaucratic channels that penetrated down to counties and
prefectures in the search for classically literate men to enter the elite world of
officialdom.126
In addition, Taizu structured the bureaucracy in such a manner that he would have direct control
over it, the censorate, and the military.127 Taizu’s own attitudes towards the scholarly elite were
quite mercurial, since “at times he was determined to destroy [their] power… in the southeast, a
center of Neo-Confucianism…, and at other times he was anxious for their support”, but
nevertheless he was able to find common ground with them in many regards.128 The prime
example of this is in the shared stress of Neo-Confucianism and Ming social policy on the
community and local authority, to the extent that “the Ming founding can be seen as building on
the local orientation of the Neo-Confucian movement in the south….”129
This support and empowerment of local communities, an emphasis Taizu, as mentioned
above, shared with Neo-Confucianism, took multiple forms, to the benefit of both the Emperor
and the Neo-Confucians:
[Taizu’s] reign also legislated the formation of local community institutions and
empowered local leaders…. The village elder system appointed local men to
adjudicate lower-level disputes and gave them the right to bypass local officials
and deal directly with authorities in the capital. Schools and community rites were
established at the village levels to promote morality and social cohesion…. and
Neo-Confucian family values were promoted. At the same time, Taizu centralized
control over spiritual life, both through the national education system and through
new controls over religious activities, a move that in effect placed constraints on
the Neo-Confucians’ competition.130
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While these policies and several others did much to strengthen the political power of the NeoConfucians, other aspects of Taizu’s reign were in opposition to Neo-Confucianism. Specifically,
his idea that the emperor was the sole source of moral authority, rather than the Confucian
scholars like Confucius and Mencius, was one which directly contradicted the claims of NeoConfucianism.131 Regardless, Neo-Confucianism remained an important instrument of the
Hongwu Emperor’s reign.
Neo-Confucianism played an even more important role during the reign of the Yongle
Emperor in the early 15th century. In 1415, he launched a project called the Great Compendia
(Daquan), a study guide gathering all the acceptable Neo-Confucian metaphysical texts and
commentaries on the Chinese classics, which he entrusted to the scholar Hu Guang.132 Hu
Guang, in return, wrote a memorial to accompany the Great Compendia lauding the Emperor
and his reign:
And now you, our present emperor [Yongle], with your godly and sagelike
accomplishments in both military and civil spheres, and with your surpassing
intelligence, have rightfully and grandly succeeded to the throne and have
continued the great merits [of your father, the founder].... {Y}ou internalized the
Way {Neo-Confucianism} in a sense of humility, and your mind searched high
and far, and you came to the great decision to edit the Six Classics, to regenerate
from its origins the Way in its orthodox transmission and to revive “this culture of
ours” from its state of decay…. You want everyone to take the right road…. You
want everyone to take Confucius, Mencius, the Cheng brothers, and Zhu Xi into
his family and household….133
In a similar manner to the relations between the ‘Phags-pa lama and Khubilai Khan during the
Yuan Dynasty, this document reveals a similar interplay of support, patronage, reward, and
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ideological and political influence in the relationship between Hu Guang and the Yongle
Emperor in the Ming Era, except this time in the context of Neo-Confucian ideological influence.
The Yongle Emperor’s usage of Neo-Confucianism was not limited merely to sponsoring
the creation of the Great Compendia. He “officially patronized Neo-Confucian ideology”134 and
“more than any emperor heretofore, … identified himself with Neo-Confucianism.”135 He
overturned the limits placed by the Hongwu Emperor on the exam system, which brought him
the goodwill of the literati, and expanded its curriculum as well.136 His usage of NeoConfucianism is also evident in the way he styled himself and his reign:
The “sagely duke of Chou” became a “sage king,” a paragon of [Song] dynasty
[Cheng brothers-Zhu Xi, ie Neo-Confucian] ideals, which linked him doctrinally
to the sagely rulers of antiquity, just as [Song] Tao Learning masters were linked
to the teachings of Confucius and Mencius…. For the Ming, both [the Hongwu
and Yongle Emperors] were canonized as the imperial successors of Yao and
Shun [two legendary ancient Chinese leaders], just as [the Cheng brothers and
Zhu Xi] succeeded Confucius and Mencius.137
This styling reflects the Yongle Emperor’s desire to appeal to Neo-Confucian sensibilities by
harkening back to the founders of the ideology and the political and intellectual figures the
ideology was purported to have admired, which reflects an astute usage of Neo-Confucianism by
the Yongle Emperor to support his own rule.
While Neo-Confucianism was the primary political ideology utilized by the state in this
time period, Buddhism continued to be relevant in this time period as well:
Although constrained by imperial edicts, subject to bureaucratic controls, the
target of harsh criticism from Confucian officials, and in constant competition
with other systems of belief, Buddhism still flourished in the Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644). In one form or another, the religion attracted believers from all
segments of Ming society- elite and nonelite, male and female, ethnic Chinese and
non-Chinese…. Ming Buddhism was a major social force, buoyed by imperial
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patronage early in the period and by both imperial patronage and a resurgence of
gentry support toward the end of the dynasty.138
Indeed, the influence of Tibetan Buddhism, so powerful during the reign of Khubilai in the
Yuan, was still felt in the Ming Dynasty. In 1407, the Yongle Emperor invited the Fifth
Karmapa, a Tibetan Buddhist religious leader, to Nanjing, the Ming capital, “to perform a mass
of universal salvation (pudu dazhai) at Linguu Monastery in honor of the Yongle Emperor’s late
father, the Hongwu Emperor….”139 This move was taken in part “to revive the relationship
between China and Tibet,” which had fallen outside of Chinese control since the rise of the
Ming, and also “to establish firmly [the Yongle Emperor’s] legitimacy.”140 Moreover, the
Yongle Emperor’s relationship with the Lamaist monk Halima and his self title as “the Son of
the Buddha of the Western Heaven (Xitian fozi)”141 demonstrates that he was interested in
Buddhism as a political tool to justify his reign, albeit not to the extent of his use of NeoConfucianism.
Yongle’s predecessor, the Hongwu Emperor, had an even more intimate relationship with
Buddhism. When he was seventeen, he left his poor family to become a novice in a Buddhist
monastery, allowing him to have a firsthand knowledge of monastic life that would inform his
later policymaking as regards Buddhism.142 His attitudes to the religion and to the other two
principal religions of China, Confucianism and Daoism, were summed up in his essay
“Discussion of the Three Teachings”, in which he states:
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{I}f a ruler who adapts his rule to the times totally rejects {the teachings of
Buddhism} and makes [the immortals and Buddhas] out to be entities that do not
exist, then the people will not think they exist either, and then there will be no
way to instill the proper fear in people! The fact is that [the teachings of the
immortals and Buddhas] have a central place in the administrative precepts of
kingly rule. Among the Three Teachings, there is no problem about the way of
Confucius…. Unfortunately, there has been less appreciation for the more subtle
spiritual benefits of Buddhism and immortalism, which covertly bulwark imperial
rule and are of unceasing benefit to mankind…. Let it be known… that all three
teachings are indispensable!143
These attitudes, while demonstrating a preference for Confucianism, demonstrate a willingness
on the part of the Hongwu Emperor to engage with the Buddhist religion as a political force, and
even to maintain the religion’s popularity, if not reinstate it as a political influence.
This being said, Buddhism also did come under serious attack in the Ming Dynasty, from
both the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors. In the reign of the Hongwu Emperor, for example, an
edict stating that Yuan-era steeles (stone inscriptions) could be recycled as pavers resulted in
Yuan-era steeles in Buddhist temples recording donations to the sangha being removed from
said temples in Ming capital, Nanjing, a move which was unpopular with local magistrates.144
Moreover, the Hongwu Emperor also crafted a series of reforms designed to suppress Buddhism,
which the Yongle Emperor enforced, and which had the effect of creating a rift between Chinese
society and the Buddhist sangha.145 In spite of these assaults on the political power of Buddhism
however, the religion continued to remain a powerful force on the popular and individual levels,
even if it no longer boasted the prestige and influence it once held in Chinese politics.
The historical context into which the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors were born, as was
the case with the figures mentioned above, must be understood for the events and developments
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described in the preceding pages to make sense. Both Emperors grew up in the context of the
Mongol-ruled Yuan Dynasty- a dynasty ruled by foreigners, which would have been anathema to
ordinary Chinese citizens and Confucian intellectuals alike. The Hongwu Emperor was also
raised in a poor peasant family, thus making him a political outsider in the Chinese political
system.146 Given both these conditions, it is thus unsurprising that the Hongwu Emperor would
have identified his reign with Neo-Confucianism, primarily as a reaction against the rule of the
hated Mongols, but also as a way to keep the Confucian elite on his side. However, the Hongwu
Emperor’s peasant background also meant that the scholar-gentry would have naturally
distrusted him, which thus resulted in Taizu’s mixed relationship with the literati,147 as well as
his favorable remarks towards Buddhism he expounded in his “Discussion of the Three
Teachings”.148
Similarly, the Yongle Emperor took power after winning a deadly civil war against the
grandson of the Hongwu Emperor, who was in fact the designated heir of Hongwu.149 The
Yongle Emperor can similarly be understood as having the need to cement his reign by
supporting and strengthening the scholarly elite, who would by nature not have looked kindly on
a violent usurper such as himself. The memorial on the Great Compendia by the Neo-Confucian
intellectual Hu Guang demonstrates in and of itself the literati’s favorable outlook on the reign
of the Yongle Emperor, which proves the effectiveness of the Yongle Emperor’s strategy of
using Neo-Confucianism and his concern with getting the Neo-Confucian elites on his side.150
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The Yongle Emperor’s usage of Buddhism can similarly be seen as one of political necessity- in
this case, the Yongle Emperor needed to revive the alliance formerly held between the Tibetan
lamas and the Chinese state during the reign of the Yuan Dynasty, which resulted in the lavish
ceremony given to the Fifth Karmapa when he arrived in the Ming capital in 1407.151 In either
case, the Yongle Emperor may have seriously been attracted to Neo-Confucian or Buddhist
ideology, but his usage of both Neo-Confucianism and Buddhism was dominated by political,
not religious concerns.
This paper has put forward the case that political actors made extensive use of Buddhism
and Confucianism in the time period extending from the rise of the Tang Dynasty in 608 until the
end of the reign of the Yongle Emperor in 1425. It has argued that due to the foreign nature of
Buddhism, as well as its popularity and similar ethical system to Confucianism, the Buddhist
religion was most useful to political figures who needed to circumvent the power of the
Confucian scholar elite, whereas those who wished to appeal to or strengthen the scholar-gentry
tended to associate themselves with Neo-Confucianism. In other words, Buddhism was thus
utilized by political ‘outsiders’ such as Wu Zetian and Khubilai Khan, whereas NeoConfucianism was primarily made use of by political ‘insiders’ like Zhu Xi and the Wuzong
Emperor, as well as political ‘outsiders’ who needed to make allies of those on the ‘inside’, such
as the Hongwu and Yongle Emperors. Nevertheless, due to Buddhism’s popularity and the
enduring power of the Confucian scholarly elite, as well as the usefulness of currying the favor
of various schools within each ideology to accomplish a political goal, both religions remained
powerful influences in Chinese society alongside one another.
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